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Cracking CastlesSuper Synonyms 

Words that mean the same as each other are known  
as synonyms. They are simple to learn. 

Castles are an important part of our history.  
Some are now ruins, while some are still in great condition. 

Let’s look at the words linked with castles.

Label the picture of the castle using the words from the Word Bank.  
Two have been done for you.

Awesome Antonym Machine

Word Bank

archer

bow

arrow

tower     

flag     

sword

knight    

drawbridge

moat         

fast

upset          

new    

cross   

dark    

boiling         

Some words have an opposite meaning to each other.  
These are called antonyms. 

Send each word through the Awesome Antonym Machine. Write down a 
word that means the opposite of the word on the left. One has been done.

Draw lines to match each 
word on the left with a 
word on the right which 
means the same. One  
has been done for you.

happy  run  

fast loud

hungry  hot

sad

fresh    

dim     

angry    

hot     

quick   

sad    

bow

arrow
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These words are everyday words that we need  
in our daily lives. They are developed 

 from what we see and do as we grow up.

Draw a line from each word to the matching picture.    
One has been done for you.

Adjectives help us to create  
a clear image in the reader’s mind. 

Use the four words from the Word Bank to add detail  
to each sentence. Work out which of the four words  

is most likely. One has been done for you.

Word Bank

light     

dark    

bright   

dull

My new shoes were ____________ green.

Alex switched on the ____________ torch.

When the ball hit the wall, it made a ____________ sound.

The new jumpers were ____________ pink.

Inside the ____________ cave were bats.

She ate the ____________ red strawberries as a snack.

The party was quite ____________ and boring.

It only needed a ____________ touch to move the marbles.

bright
Matching Meaning 1 

Matching Meaning 2 

seaside    city       park        countryside    village

aeroplane    lorry    motorbike                       train       bus


